S7745 STREET TRASH (USA, 1987)

Credits: director, Jim Muro; writer, Roy Frumkes.
Cast: Mike Lackey, Vic Noto, Bill Chepil, Mark Sferrazza.

Summary: Horror/comedy set in contemporary Brooklyn, N.Y. Set among a group of homeless persons and winos living in a trash heap outside a Brooklyn junkyard. The action revolves around a case of contaminated wine sold by a local liquor store owner for $1.00 a bottle. Unbeknownst to the seller and buyers, after one sip of the “Tenafly viper” the drinker melts into a puddle of goo. The junkyard is dominated by a wacko Vietnam vet named Bronson (Noto) who is subject to flashbacks and carries a knife made from a human femur bone.
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